[Book] The List A Slough House Novella
Eventually, you will definitely discover a additional experience and achievement by spending more cash.
nevertheless when? attain you receive that you require to get those every needs subsequently having
significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will
lead you to comprehend even more around the globe, experience, some places, taking into account history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your utterly own era to accomplishment reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is
the list a slough house novella below.

opportunity to redeem themselves. But is the
victim really who he appears to be?
The List: A Novella-Mick Herron 2015-01-27
Dieter Hess, an aged spy, is dead, and John
Bachelor, his MI5 handler, is in deep, deep
trouble. Death has revealed that the deceased
had been keeping a secret second bank
account—and there’s only ever one reason a spy
has a secret second bank account. The question
of whether he was a double agent must be
resolved, and its answer may undo an entire
career’s worth of spy secrets.

Slough House-Mick Herron 2021-02-09 In his
best and most ambitious novel yet, Mick Herron,
“the le Carré of the future” (BBC), offers an
unsparing look at the corrupt web of media,
global finance, spycraft, and politics that power
our modern world. “This is a darker, scarier
Herron. The gags are still there but the satire's
more biting. The privatization of a secret service
op and the manipulation of news is relevant and
horribly credible.”—Ann Cleeves, author of the
Vera Stanhope series At Slough House—MI5’s
London depository for demoted spies—Brexit has
taken a toll. The “slow horses” have been pushed
further into the cold, Slough House has been
erased from official records, and its members are
dying in unusual circumstances, at an unusual
clip. No wonder Jackson Lamb's crew is feeling
paranoid. But are they actually targets? With a
new populist movement taking hold of London's
streets and the old order ensuring that
everything's for sale to the highest bidder, the
world's a dangerous place for those deemed
surplus. Jackson Lamb and the slow horses are in
a fight for their lives as they navigate dizzying
layers of lies, power, and death.

Slow Horses (Deluxe Edition)-Mick Herron
2020-11-24 Welcome to the thrilling and
unnervingly prescient world of the slow horses.
This team of MI5 agents is united by one
common bond: They've screwed up royally and
will do anything to redeem themselves. This
special tenth-anniversary deluxe edition of a
modern classic includes a foreword by the
author, discussion questions for book clubs, and
an exclusive short story featuring the slow
horses. London, England: Slough House is where
washed-up MI5 spies go to while away what’s left
of their failed careers. The “slow horses,” as
they’re called, have all disgraced themselves in
some way to get relegated there. Maybe they
botched an Op so badly they can’t be trusted
anymore. Maybe they got in the way of an
ambitious colleague and had the rug yanked out
from under them. Maybe they just got too
dependent on the bottle—not unusual in this line
of work. One thing they have in common, though,
is they want to be back in the action. And most of
them would do anything to get there─even if it
means having to collaborate with one another.
When a young man is abducted and his
kidnappers threaten to broadcast his beheading
live on the Internet, the slow horses see an
the-list-a-slough-house-novella

Bad Actors-Mick Herron 2022-05-10 Mick
Herron, “the le Carré of the future” (BBC),
expands his world of bad spies with an even
shadier cast of characters: the politicians,
lobbyists, and misinformation agents pulling the
levers of government policy. “Confirms Mick
Herron as the best spy novelist now working.”
—NPR's Fresh Air Soon to be an Apple TV+
series starring Gary Oldman and Kristin Scott
Thomas. In London's MI5 headquarters a scandal
is brewing that could disgrace the entire
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intelligence community. The Downing Street
superforecaster—a specialist who advises the
Prime Minister's office on how policy is likely to
be received by the electorate—has disappeared
without a trace. Claude Whelan, who was once
head of MI5, has been tasked with tracking her
down. But the trail leads him straight back to
Regent's Park itself, with First Desk Diana
Taverner as chief suspect. Has Taverner
overplayed her hand at last? Meanwhile, her
Russian counterpart, Moscow intelligence's First
Desk, has cheekily showed up in London and
shaken off his escort. Are the two unfortunate
events connected? Over at Slough House, where
Jackson Lamb presides over some of MI5's most
embittered demoted agents, the slow horses are
doing what they do best, and adding a little bit of
chaos to an already unstable situation . . . There
are bad actors everywhere, and they usually get
their comeuppance before the credits roll. But
politics is a dirty business, and in a world where
lying, cheating and backstabbing are the norm,
sometimes the good guys can find themselves
outgunned.

London Rules-Mick Herron 2018-06-05 Ian
Fleming. John le Carré. Len Deighton. Mick
Herron. The brilliant plotting of Herron’s twice
CWA Dagger Award-winning Slough House series
of spy novels is matched only by his storytelling
gift and an ear for viciously funny political satire.
“Mick Herron is the John le Carré of our
generation.”—Val McDermid At MI5
headquarters Regent’s Park, First Desk Claude
Whelan is learning the ropes the hard way.
Tasked with protecting a beleaguered prime
minister, he’s facing attack from all directions:
from the showboating MP who orchestrated the
Brexit vote, and now has his sights set on
Number Ten; from the showboat’s wife, a tabloid
columnist, who’s crucifying Whelan in print; from
the PM’s favorite Muslim, who’s about to be
elected mayor of the West Midlands, despite the
dark secret he’s hiding; and especially from his
own deputy, Lady Di Taverner, who’s alert for
Claude’s every stumble. Meanwhile, the
country’s being rocked by an apparently random
string of terror attacks. Over at Slough House,
the MI5 satellite office for outcast and demoted
spies, the agents are struggling with personal
problems: repressed grief, various addictions,
retail paralysis, and the nagging suspicion that
their newest colleague is a psychopath. Plus
someone is trying to kill Roddy Ho. But
collectively, they’re about to rediscover their
greatest strength—that of making a bad situation
much, much worse. It’s a good thing Jackson
Lamb knows the rules. Because those things
aren’t going to break themselves.

The List: A Novella-Mick Herron 2015-12-08
"Dieter Hess, an aged spy, is dead, and John
Bachelor, his MI5 handler, is in deep, deep
trouble. Death has revealed that the deceased
had been keeping a secret second bank account-and there's only ever one reason a spy has a
secret second bank account. The question of
whether he was a double agent must be resolved,
and its answer may undo an entire career's worth
of spy secrets"--

Slough House-Mick Herron 2021-02-09 In his
best and most ambitious novel yet, Mick Herron,
"the le Carré of the future" (BBC), offers an
unsparing look at the corrupt web of media,
global finance, spycraft, and politics that power
our modern world. "This is a darker, scarier
Herron. The gags are still there but the satire's
more biting. The privatization of a secret service
op and the manipulation of news is relevant and
horribly credible."--Ann Cleeves, author of the
Vera Stanhope series At Slough House--MI5's
London depository for demoted spies--Brexit has
taken a toll. The "slow horses" have been pushed
further into the cold, Slough House has been
erased from official records, and its members are
dying in unusual circumstances, at an unusual
clip. No wonder Jackson Lamb's crew is feeling
paranoid. But are they actually targets? With a
new populist movement taking hold of London's

Spook Street-Mick Herron 2017 "What happens
when an old spook starts to lose his mind? Do the
Services have a retirement home for people who
know too many secrets but don't remember their
secrets? Or does someone come to take care of
the senile spy for good? These are the questions
River Cartwright must ask himself as his
grandfather--David Cartwright, a Cold War-era
operative--starts to forget to wear pants, and
starts believing everyone in his life is someone
sent by Services to watch him. However, River
has other things to worry about. A bomb goes off
in the middle of a flash mob performance in a
busy shopping center and kills forty innocent
civilians. The agents of Slough House have to
figure out who is behind this act of terror before
the situation escalates"--

the-list-a-slough-house-novella
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streets and the old order ensuring that
everything's for sale to the highest bidder, the
world's a dangerous place for those deemed
surplus. Jackson Lamb and the slow horses are in
a fight for their lives as they navigate dizzying
layers of lies, power, and death.

another in a Marylebone café, he knows he’s
witnessed more than an innocent encounter. But
in relaying his suspicions to John Bachelor, who
babysits retired spies like Solly for MI5, he sets
in motion a train of events that will alter lives.

Joe Country-Mick Herron 2019-06-11 If Spook
Street is where spies live, Joe Country is where
they go to die. In Slough House, the London
outpost for disgraced MI5 spies, memories are
stirring, all of them bad. Catherine Standish is
buying booze again, Louisa Guy is raking over
the ashes of lost love, and new recruit Lech
Wicinski, whose sins make him an outcast even
among the slow horses, is determined to discover
who destroyed his career, even if he tears his life
apart in the process. Meanwhile, in Regent’s
Park, Diana Taverner’s tenure as First Desk is
running into difficulties. If she’s going to make
the Service fit for purpose, she might have to
make deals with a familiar old devil . . . And with
winter taking its grip, Jackson Lamb would
sooner be left brooding in peace, but even he
can’t ignore the dried blood on his carpets. So
when the man responsible for killing a slow horse
breaks cover at last, Lamb sends the slow horses
out to even the score.

Dead Lions-Mick Herron 2013-05-07 The CWA
Gold Dagger Award-winning British espionage
novel about disgraced MI5 agents who
inadvertently uncover a deadly Cold War-era
legacy of sleeper cells and mythic super spies.
The disgruntled agents of Slough House, the MI5
branch where washed-up spies are sent to finish
their failed careers on desk duty, are called into
action to protect a visiting Russian oligarch
whom MI5 hopes to recruit to British
intelligence. While two agents are dispatched on
that babysitting job, though, an old Cold War-era
spy named Dickie Bow is found dead, ostensibly
of a heart attack, on a bus outside of Oxford, far
from his usual haunts. But the head of Slough
House, the irascible Jackson Lamb, is convinced
Dickie Bow was murdered. As the agents dig into
their fallen comrade's circumstances, they
uncover a shadowy tangle of ancient Cold War
secrets that seem to lead back to a man named
Alexander Popov, who is either a Soviet
bogeyman or the most dangerous man in the
world. How many more people will have to die to
keep those secrets buried?

The Catch: A Novella-Mick Herron 2020-01-28
British spy master Mick Herron returns with an
explosive novella set in the same world as his
multiple CWA Dagger–winning Slough House
series John Bachelor is the saddest kind of spy:
not a joe in the field, not even a desk jockey, but
a milkman—a part-time pension administrator
whose main job is to check in on aging retired
spies. Late in his career and having lost his wife,
his house, and his savings after a series of
unlucky choices, John's been living in a dead
man's London apartment, hoping the
bureaucracy isn't going to catch up with him and
leave him homeless. But keeping a secret among
spies is a fool's errand, and now John has made
himself eminently blackmailable.

Real Tigers-Mick Herron 2016 The Bond-esque
River Cartwight and his group of defunct MI5
spies, headed by the irascible Jackson Lamb, will
do anything to get back into the game. When a
member of London's Slough House - MI5's stable
for disgraced spies, so-called "slow horses" - is
kidnapped by a former soldier bent on revenge,
the agents must risk treason and breach Regent's
Park to steal intel in exchange for their
comrade's safety. But the kidnapping is only the
tip of the iceberg as they are caught in a
conspiracy that threatens the future not only of
Slough House but of MI5 itself.

The List-Mick Herron 2017-09-21 'Mick Herron
is an incredible writer and if you haven't read
him yet, you NEED to' Mark Billingham Dieter
Hess, an aged spy, is dead, and John Bachelor,
his MI5 handler, is in deep, deep trouble. Death
has revealed that the deceased had been keeping
a secret second bank account - and there's only
ever one reason a spy has a secret second bank

The Marylebone Drop: A Novella-Mick Herron
2018-10-30 A drop, in spook parlance, is the
passing on of secret information. It’s also what
happens just before you hit the ground. Old
spooks carry the memory of tradecraft in their
bones, and when Solomon Dortmund sees an
envelope being passed from one pair of hands to
the-list-a-slough-house-novella
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account. The question of whether he was a
double agent must be resolved, and its answer
may undo an entire career's worth of spy secrets.

write flawlessly suspenseful spy thrillers. He is a
craftist of the highest order, irrepressibly
versatile in form (novels, novellas, short fiction)
and mood (witty, taut, spooky, laugh-out-loud
funny), whose "efficient, darkly witty, tippedwith-imagery sentences . . . feel purpose-built to
perforate [our] private daze of illiteracy" (The
Atlantic). Now, for the first time, Herron's short
fiction has been collected into one volume. In
Dolphin Junction, devoted fans and future
converts alike will find much to amuse, delight,
and terrify them. Five standalone nerve-rackingly
thrilling crime fiction stories are complemented
by four mystery stories featuring the Oxford wifeand-husband detective team of shrewd Zoë
Boehm and hapless Joe Silvermann. The
collection also includes a peek into the past of
Jackson Lamb, irascible top agent at Slough
House.

The Drop & The List-Mick Herron 2019-11-28
Two Slough House Novellas **THE DROP** 'It is
time Mick Herron was recognised in his own
right as the best thriller writer in Britain today'
Sunday Express Old spooks carry the memory of
tradecraft in their bones, and when Solomon
Dortmund sees an envelope being passed from
one pair of hands to another in a Marylebone
cafe, he knows he's witnessed more than an
innocent encounter. But in relaying his
suspicions to John Bachelor, who babysits retired
spies like Solly, he sets in train events which will
alter lives. Bachelor himself, a hair's breadth
away from sleeping in his car, is clawing his way
back to stability; Hannah Weiss, the double agent
whose recruitment was his only success, is
starting to enjoy the secrets and lies her role
demands; and Lech Wicinski, an Intelligence
Service analyst, finds that a simple favour for an
old acquaintance might derail his career.
Meanwhile, Lady Di Taverner is trying to keep
the Service on an even keel, and if that means
throwing the odd crew member overboard, well:
collateral damage is her speciality. A drop, in
spook parlance, is the passing on of secret
information. It's also what happens just before
you hit the ground. **THE LIST** 'Mick Herron is
an incredible writer and if you haven't read him
yet, you NEED to' Mark Billingham Dieter Hess,
an aged spy, is dead, and John Bachelor, his MI5
handler, is in deep, deep trouble. Death has
revealed that the deceased had been keeping a
secret second bank account - and there's only
ever one reason a spy has a secret second bank
account. The question of whether he was a
double agent must be resolved, and its answer
may undo an entire career's worth of spy secrets.
**previously published as two separate editions**

The Drop-Mick Herron 2018-10-30 Old spooks
carry the memory of tradecraft in their bones,
and when Solomon Dortmund sees an envelope
being passed from one pair of hands to another
in a Marylebone café, he knows he's witnessed
more than an innocent encounter. But in relaying
his suspicions to John Bachelor, who babysits
retired spies like Solly, he sets in train events
which will alter lives. Bachelor himself, a hair's
breadth away from sleeping in his car, is clawing
his way back to stability; Hannah Weiss, the
double agent whose recruitment was his only
success, is starting to enjoy the secrets and lies
her role demands; and Lech Wicinski, an
Intelligence Service analyst, finds that a simple
favour for an old acquaintance might derail his
career. Meanwhile, Lady Di Taverner is trying to
keep the Service on an even keel, and if that
means throwing the odd crew member
overboard, well: collateral damage is her
speciality. A drop, in spook parlance, is the
passing on of secret information. It's also what
happens just before you hit the ground.

Dolphin Junction: Stories-Mick Herron 2021
CWA Gold and Steel Dagger-winner Mick
Herron's short fiction, collected for the first time.
Mick Herron, author of the Slough House novels,
is on his way to becoming one of the most
critically acclaimed and culturally important
crime fiction writers of the twenty-first century.
He has been awarded both the Gold and Steel
Daggers by the Crime Writers' Association and
has been called "the John Le Carré of the future"
(BBC). But Mick Herron does more than "just"
the-list-a-slough-house-novella

Nobody Walks-Mick Herron 2015-02-17 Set in
the same fictional London as his CWA Gold
Dagger Award-winning Slough House spy series,
Mick Herron now introduces Tom Bettany, a man
with a violent past and only one thing to live for:
Avenging his son’s death. Tom Bettany is
working at a meat processing plant in France
when he gets a voicemail from an Englishwoman
he doesn’t know telling him that his estranged
26-year-old son is dead—Liam Bettany fell from
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his London balcony, where he was smoking pot.
Now for the first time since he cut all ties years
ago, Bettany returns home to London to find out
the truth about his son’s death. Maybe it’s the
guilt he feels about losing touch with Liam that’s
gnawing at him, or maybe he’s actually put his
finger on a labyrinthine plot, but either way he’ll
get to the bottom of the tragedy, no matter
whose feathers he has to ruffle. But more than a
few people are interested to hear Bettany is back
in town, from incarcerated mob bosses to those
in the highest echelons of MI5. He might have
thought he’d left it all behind when he first
skipped town, but nobody ever really walks away.

river. The modus operandi bears a striking
resemblance to Peter Olivier, the notorious
Jigsaw Killer, who has spent the past two years
behind bars. When he learns that someone is coopting his grisly signature—the arrangement of
victims’ limbs in puzzle-piece shapes—he decides
to take matters into his own hands. As the body
count rises, DI Anjelica Henley is faced with an
unspeakable new threat. Can she apprehend the
copycat killer before Olivier finds a way to get to
him first? Or will she herself become the next
victim? Drawing on her experience as a criminal
attorney, debut novelist Nadine Matheson
delivers the page-turning crime novel of the year.
Taut, vivid and addictively sinister, The Jigsaw
Man will leave you breathless until the very last
page.

Slow Horses (Deluxe Edition)-Mick Herron
2020-11-24 "First US edition published by Soho
Constable, an imprint of Soho Press, in 2010"-Copyright page.

Smoke & Whispers-Mick Herron 2009 A woman
trying to solve the mystery of a drowned PI
discovers the truth is dangerous.

Reconstruction-Mick Herron 2008-04-01 In this
chillingly plausible thriller by CWA Gold Dagger
winner Mick Herron, “there is no hiding under
the desk” (The New York Times Book Review).
When a gunman breaks into South Oxford
Nursery School and takes a group of hostages,
teacher Louise Kennedy fears the worst. But
Jaime Segura isn’t there on a homicidal mission,
and he’s just as scared as those whose lives he
holds as collateral. As an armed police presence
builds outside the school’s gates, the only person
Jaime will talk to is Ben Whistler, an MI6
accountant who worked with Jaime’s lover, Miro.
Miro’s gone missing, along with a quarter of a
billion pounds allotted for reconstruction work in
Iraq. Jaime refuses to believe that Miro is a
thief—though he’s always had his secrets. But
then, so does Louise, so do the other
hostages—and so do some people on the outside,
who’d much rather Jaime was silenced. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

This Is What Happened-Mick Herron
2018-01-30 From CWA Gold & Steel Dagger
winner Mick Herron comes a shocking, twisted
novel of thrilling suspense about one woman’s
attempt to be better than ordinary. Twenty-sixyear-old Maggie Barnes is someone you would
never look at twice. Living alone in a month-tomonth sublet in the huge city of London, with no
family but an estranged sister, no boyfriend or
partner, and not much in the way of friends,
Maggie is just the kind of person who could
vanish from the face of the earth without anyone
taking notice. Or just the kind of person MI5
needs to infiltrate the establishment and thwart
an international plot that puts all of Britain at
risk. Now one young woman has the chance to be
a hero—if she can think quickly enough to stay
alive.

Qaddafi's Green Book-Muammar Qaddafi 1988
The Jigsaw Man-Nadine Matheson 2021-03-16
"A heart-pounding roller coaster ride."—Tami
Hoag, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Boy *A Crime Reads Most Anticipated Book
of 2021* A serial killer and his copycat are locked
in a violent game of cat and mouse. Can DI
Anjelica Henley stop them before it’s too late? On
the day she returns to active duty with the Serial
Crimes Unit, Detective Inspector Anjelica Henley
is called to a crime scene. Dismembered body
parts from two victims have been found by the
the-list-a-slough-house-novella

Silverview-John le Carré 2021-10-12 An instant
New York Times bestseller! In his last completed
novel, John le Carré turns his focus to the world
that occupied his writing for the past sixty
years—the secret world itself. Named a most
anticipated book of the fall by the Associated
Press, TIME, People, Entertainment Weekly,
Washington Post, AARP, The Millions, Lit Hub,
Thrillist, and more Julian Lawndsley has
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renounced his high-flying job in the city for a
simpler life running a bookshop in a small
English seaside town. But only a couple of
months into his new career, Julian’s evening is
disrupted by a visitor. Edward, a Polish émigré
living in Silverview, the big house on the edge of
town, seems to know a lot about Julian’s family
and is rather too interested in the inner workings
of his modest new enterprise. When a letter turns
up at the door of a spy chief in London warning
him of a dangerous leak, the investigations lead
him to this quiet town by the sea . . . Silverview is
the mesmerizing story of an encounter between
innocence and experience and between public
duty and private morals. In his inimitable voice
John le Carré, the greatest chronicler of our age,
seeks to answer the question of what we truly
owe to the people we love.

discovers her best friend sprawled dead on the
floor of the library. Was her friend's demise
related to two other deaths that the police
deemed accidental? Do the residents of this
insular village hold dark secrets about another
murder, decades ago? Does a serial killer haunt
Raven Hill? As the body count rises, Greer's
anxious musings take a darker turn when she
uncovers unexpected and distressing information
about her own husband's death...and the man
who went to prison for his murder . She is racked
with guilt at the possibility that her testimony
may have helped to convict an innocent man.
Though Greer admires the masters of deduction
she reads about in books, she never expected to
have to solve a mystery herself. Fortunately, she
possesses a quick wit and a librarian's natural
resourcefulness. But will that be enough to
protect her from a brilliant, diabolical murderer?
And even if Greer manages to catch the Raven
Hill killer, will living with her conscience prove a
fate worse than death?

Real Tigers-Mick Herron 2017-01-03 London:
Slough House is the MI5 branch where disgraced
operatives are reassigned after they ve messed
up too badly to be trusted with real intelligence
work. The Slow Horses, as the failed spies of
Slough House are called, are doomed to spend
the rest of their careers pushing paper, but they
all want back in on the action. When one of their
own is kidnapped and held for ransom, the
agents of Slough House must defeat the odds,
overturning all expectations of their competence,
to breach the top-notch security of MI5 s
intelligence headquarters, Regent s Park, and
steal valuable intel in exchange for their comrade
s safety. The kidnapping is only the tip of the
iceberg, however the agents uncover a larger
web of intrigue that involves not only a group of
private mercenaries but the highest authorities
in the Secret Service. After years spent as the
lowest on the totem pole, the Slow Horses
suddenly find themselves caught in the midst of a
conspiracy that threatens not only the future of
Slough House, but of MI5 itself."

Joe Country-Mick Herron 2020-02-06 De naar
Slough House verbannen spionnen kampen met
hun eigen problemen als ze om verschillende
redenen in Wales terechtkomen.

Down Cemetery Road-Mick Herron 2009-04
The acclaimed first novel from Mick Herron.

The Catch-Mick Herron 2020-11-12 If life in the
Intelligence Service has taught John Bachelor
anything, it's to keep his head down. Especially
now, when he's living rent-free in a dead spook's
flat. So he's not delighted to be woken at dawn
by a pair of Regent's Park's heavies, looking for a
client he's not seen in years. John doesn't know
what secrets Benny Manors has stolen, but
they're attracting the wrong attention. And if he's
to save his own skin, not to mention safeguard
his living arrangements, John has to find Benny
before those secrets see the light. Benny could
be anywhere, provided it serves alcohol. So John
sets out on a reluctant trawl through the bars of
the capital, all the while plagued by the age-old
questions: Will he end up sleeping in his car?
How many bottles of gin can he afford at London
prices? And just how far will Regent's Park go to
prevent anyone rocking the Establishment's
boat?

The Unkindness of Ravens-M. E. Hilliard
2021-04-13 Librarian Greer Hogan matches wits
with a deviously clever killer in M.E. Hilliard's
chilling series debut, ideal for fans of Louise
Penny and Dorothy L. Sayers. Greer Hogan is a
librarian and an avid reader of murder mysteries.
She also has a habit of stumbling upon murdered
bodies. The first was her husband's, and the
tragic loss led Greer to leave New York behind
for a new start in the Village of Raven Hill. But
her new home becomes less idyllic when she
the-list-a-slough-house-novella
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boss is persistent, and as Zoë attempts to unlock
the secrets of a woman she’s never met while in
search of a man who could be anywhere, she
starts to wonder if he’s found her first. And if he
has, will that make her the next victim, or prove
to be her salvation from a paralyzing fear? From
the Trade Paperback edition.

JACKSON LAMB 8-Mick Herron 2022

Joe Country-Mick Herron 2019 If Spook Street
is where spies live, Joe Country is where they go
to die. In Slough House, the London outpost for
disgraced MI5 spies, memories are stirring, all of
them bad. Catherine Standish is buying booze
again, Louisa Guy is raking over the ashes of lost
love, and new recruit Lech Wicinski, whose sins
make him an outcast even among the slow
horses, is determined to discover who destroyed
his career, even if he tears his life apart in the
process. Meanwhile, in Regent's Park, Diana
Taverner's tenure as First Desk is running into
difficulties. If she's going to make the Service fit
for purpose, she might have to make deals with a
familiar old devil . . . And with winter taking its
grip, Jackson Lamb would sooner be left
brooding in peace, but even he can't ignore the
dried blood on his carpets. So when the man
responsible for killing a slow horse breaks cover
at last, Lamb sends the slow horses out to even
the score.

Catch-Mick Herron 2020-01-09 If life in the
Intelligence Service has taught John Bachelor
anything, it's to keep his head down. Especially
now, when he's living rent-free in a dead spook's
flat. So he's not delighted to be woken at dawn
by a pair of Regent's Park's heavies, looking for a
client he's not seen in years. John doesn't know
what secrets Benny Manors has stolen, but
they're attracting the wrong attention. And if he's
to save his own skin, not to mention safeguard
his living arrangements, John has to find Benny
before those secrets see the light. Benny could
be anywhere, provided it serves alcohol. So John
sets out on a reluctant trawl through the bars of
the capital, all the while plagued by the age-old
questions: Will he end up sleeping in his car?
How many bottles of gin can he afford at London
prices? And just how far will Regent's Park go to
prevent anyone rocking the Establishment's
boat?

Dead Lions-Mick Herron 2017-07-27 Winner of
the 2013 CWA Gold Dagger Award A BBC Front
Row best crime novel of the year A Times crime
and thriller book of the year 'The finest new
crime series this millennium' Mail on Sunday
Dickie Bow is not an obvious target for
assassination. But once a spook, always a spook.
And Dickie was a talented streetwalker back in
the day, before he turned up dead on a bus. A
shadow. Good at following people, bringing home
their secrets. Dickie was in Berlin with Jackson
Lamb. Now Lamb's got his phone, and on it the
last secret Dickie ever told, and reason to believe
an old-time Moscow-style op is being run in the
Service's back-yard. In the Intelligence Service
purgatory that is Slough House, Jackson Lamb's
crew of back-office no-hopers is about to go live .
..

The Dead Season-Tessa Wegert 2020-12-08
Senior Investigator Shana Merchant has spent
years running from her past. But she never
imagined a murder case would drive her to the
most dangerous place of all—home. After leaving
the NYPD following her abduction by serial killer
Blake Bram, Shana Merchant hoped for a fresh
start in the Thousand Islands of Upstate New
York. Her former tormentor has other plans.
Shana and Bram share more than just a
hometown, and he won’t let her forget it. When
the decades-old skeleton of Shana's estranged
uncle is uncovered, Bram issues a challenge:
Return home to Vermont and solve the cold case,
or the blood he spills next will be on her hands.
As Shana interviews members of her family and
the community, mining for secrets that could
help her solve her uncle's murder, she begins to
realize how little she remembers of her
childhood. And when Bram grows impatient and
kidnaps again, leaving a trail of clues Shana
alone can understand, she knows his new victim
will only survive if she wins the psychopath’s
twisted game. In order to solve one mystery,
Shana must wade into her murky past to unravel

The Last Voice You Hear-Mick Herron
2009-04-01 Oxford private investigator Zoë
Boehm struggles with the aftereffects of her
violent past as she hunts for a killer—or has she
become the hunted? Zoë Boehm has harbored a
distinct aversion to death ever since she shot the
man intent on killing her. So when Caroline
Daniels takes a deadly fall in front of a train and
her lover fails to turn up at the funeral, Zoë
wants nothing to do with the case. But Caroline’s
the-list-a-slough-house-novella
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another.

missing man. In this captivating mystery that's
perfect for fans of Knives Out, Senior
Investigator Shana Merchant discovers that
murder is a family affair. Thirteen months ago,
former NYPD detective Shana Merchant barely
survived being abducted by a serial killer. Now
hoping to leave grisly murder cases behind, she's
taken a job in her fiancé's sleepy hometown in
the Thousand Islands region of Upstate New
York. But as a nor'easter bears down on her new
territory, Shana and fellow investigator Tim
Wellington receive a call about a man missing on
a private island. Shana and Tim travel to the
isolated island owned by the wealthy Sinclair
family to question the witnesses. They arrive to
find blood on the scene and a house full of
Sinclair family and friends on edge. While Tim
guesses they're dealing with a runaway case,
Shana is convinced that they have a murder on
their hands. As the gale intensifies outside, she
starts conducting interviews and discovers the
Sinclairs and their guests are crawling with dark
and dangerous secrets. Trapped on the island by
the raging storm with only Tim whose reliability
is thrown into question, the increasingly restless
suspects, and her own trauma-fueled flashbacks
for company, Shana will have to trust the one
person her abduction destroyed her faith
in—herself. But time is ticking down, because if
Shana's right, a killer is in their midst and as the
pressure mounts, so do the odds that they'll
strike again.

Why We Die-Mick Herron 2009-04-01 The road
to hell is paved with all sorts of intentions, as
Oxford private investigator Zoë Boehm discovers
when a straightforward jewelry store robbery
turns out to be anything but. When Zoë Boehm
agrees to track down the gang who knocked over
Sweeney’s jewelry shop, she’s just hoping to
break even in time for tax season. She certainly
doesn’t expect to wind up in a coffin. But she’s
about to become entangled with a strange
collection of characters, starting with suicidal
Tim Whitby, who’s dedicating what’s left of his
life to protecting the pretty, battered Katrina
Blake from her late husband’s sociopathic
brothers, Arkle and Trent. Unfortunately for Zoë,
Arkle has a crossbow, Tim has nothing left to
lose, and even Katrina has her secrets. And
death, like taxes, can’t be avoided forever. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

The Ballerinas-Rachel Kapelke-Dale 2021-12-07
Dare Me meets Black Swan and Luckiest Girl
Alive in a captivating, voice-driven debut novel
about a trio of ballerinas who meet as students at
the Paris Opera Ballet School. Thirteen years
ago, Delphine abandoned her prestigious soloist
spot at the Paris Opera Ballet for a new life in St.
Petersburg––taking with her a secret that could
upend the lives of her best friends, fellow
dancers Lindsay and Margaux. Now 36 years old,
Delphine has returned to her former home and to
the legendary Palais Garnier Opera House, to
choreograph the ballet that will kickstart the
next phase of her career––and, she hopes, finally
make things right with her former friends. But
Delphine quickly discovers that things have
changed while she's been away...and some
secrets can't stay buried forever. Moving
between the trio's adolescent years and the
present day, Rachel Kapelke-Dale's The
Ballerinas explores the complexities of female
friendship, the dark drive towards physical
perfection in the name of artistic expression, the
double-edged sword of ambition and passion, and
the sublimated rage that so many women hold
inside––all culminating in a twist you won't see
coming, with magnetic characters you won't soon
forget.

Veronica Mars 2: An Original Mystery by
Rob Thomas-Rob Thomas 2015-01-20 In the
second book in the New York Times bestselling
mystery series, Veronica Mars is back with a
case that will expose the hidden workings of one
of Neptune’s most murderous locations. The
Neptune Grand has always been the seaside
town’s ritziest hotel, despite the shady dealings
and high-profile scandals that seem to follow its
elite guests. When a woman claims that she was
brutally assaulted in one of its rooms and left for
dead by a staff member, the owners know that
they have a potential powder keg on their hands.
They turn to Veronica to disprove—or prove—the
woman's story. The case is a complicated mix of
hard facts, mysterious occurrences, and
uncooperative witnesses. The hotel refuses to
turn over its reservation list and the victim won’t
divulge who she was meeting that night. Add in
the facts that the attack happened months ago,
the victim’s memory is fuzzy, and there are holes
in the hotel’s surveillance system, and Veronica

Death in the Family-Tessa Wegert 2020-02-18
A storm-struck island. A blood-soaked bed. A
the-list-a-slough-house-novella
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has a convoluted mess on her hands. As she
works to fill in the missing pieces, it becomes
clear that someone is lying—but who? And why?
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